INSTRUCTIONS

STANDARD MOWER BLADE KIT
Model AP27

The AP27 Mower Blade Kit is intended for use with mid-mounted E8M rotary mowers. It is the standard blade on all 1973 E8M's, and provides extended mowing range and lower mower motor loading than the high discharge blade AP26. The high discharge blade can be optionally installed on the E8M, and may be useful for mowing in heavy, long or limp grass which requires higher discharge rates and more air flow.

AP27 blades are interchangeable with the high discharge blades previously installed on the E8M rotary mower. High discharge blades will continue to be standard on the E10M, and both type blades will be provided with the E8M heavy-duty. All blade pairs must be of one type to provide maximum effectiveness. See Fig. 1 for assembly sequence.

WARNING: Disconnect mower motor power cords from the tractor PTO plugs before handling mower.

Check all connections for tightness and determine that blade rotation is as indicated in Fig. 1.

NOTE: Blades are color coded: AP27 is yellow, AP26 is black.
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